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Love for my Community
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MAKING CONNECTIONS THROUGH INTERGENERATIONAL COMMUNITY SERVICE

• At Martin Luther Care Center, a 137-bed skilled nursing facility 
in Bloomington, MN, our residents have identified a want for 
more connection to their community. This project follows the 
best practice methods of using creative approaches to provide 
meaningful connection to residents in long-term care.

• The project created an intergenerational community service 
program at Martin Luther Care Center. Care Center residents 
collaborated with students from a local elementary school in 
Bloomington, MN. As we could not gather in person for this 
activity, the students and residents first met virtually to discuss 
service and what it means to them. 

• After the virtual connection, the students and residents 
worked hard to create Valentine’s day gifts for the local Meals 
on Wheels participants. This project will continue to  be 
implemented for other upcoming holidays.

• This project was inspired by the best practices created in Anne 
Bastings’ “The Islands of Milwaukee” project. This project 
focused on reinstating seniors as members of their community 
and giving them a voice again. The project started with the 
2,500 seniors writing questions to put in the Milwaukee county 
home delivered meals. The questions were then clipped onto 
the ropes of the exhibit and used to invite exhibit visitors to 
answer.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
• Find new organizations to 

collaborate with to keep the 
momentum going coming out of 
COVID.

• Continue incorporating students 
from local schools in the process of 
the activity.

• Track contributions made by 
students and residents throughout 
the year for MLCC social media 
outlets and share with residents.

• Continue to provide meaningful 
opportunities to connect residents 
to their community.
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External Relationships
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• Conduct post-project resident satisfaction surveys
• Continue to work with Meals on Wheels or other 

organizations to provide meaningful community 
connection to residents

• Drop off supplies for the students to make their 
half of the Valentine’s Day gifts.

• Lead resident Valentine’s Day gift making activity

• Create the “What is Service” PowerPoint to 
present to the students and residents

• Present the PowerPoint and allow the students 
and residents to form a meaningful connection

• Conduct pre-project resident satisfaction surveys

• Research residents need for connection to their 
community via satisfaction surveys. Identified that 
residents feel disconnected from their community.
• Partnered with local Meals on Wheels location 

and local elementary school
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PROJECT OUTCOMES

• 90 Valentine’s day gifts were 
made between the students and 
residents.

• Martin Luther Care Center made 
two connections within the 
Bloomington community: Indian 
Mounds Elementary and Meals 
on Wheels of Bloomington

• Most participants felt a high 
level of connection to their 
community through this project 
and most participants would like 
to see another community 
service event in the future.

• Many residents also got the 
chance to reminisce about the 
happiness volunteering brought 
to their life in their past 
communities. 

Martin Luther Care Center 
resident with her Valentine’s 

gift for Meals on Wheels

“It is amazing that we made 90 Valentine’s together! If I 
could give this more than a 5, I would.” – Martin Luther 
Care Center resident.
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Number of residents who responded

“After participating in this community service event, is this something you would like to see more of at MLCC?”
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“How important is connection to your community to you?”
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Likelihood

“On a scale of 1-5, how much did this experience make you feel connected to your community?”
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